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With ACTIV reinforced protective folio cases, your tablets or hybrid PCs are always fully 
protected in case of drops and shocks. These protective cases can withstand more than 50 
drops from a height of 1.20m, which is twice the requirement of military standard MIL-STD 
810-G. They are certified to IK08 standard for resistance to shocks.

Featuring shoulder strap, grip strap and stylus holder, ACTIV PACK protective folio cases offer 
excellent ergonomics at the office or in a meeting. They are also easy to carry around and 
suited for semi-nomadic uses.

PERIMETRIC BUMPER  | PATENTED INNOVATION

Double integral bumpers on the 4 sides of the device absorbs 
lateral and corner shocks both from above and below.

8 SHOCK WAVE ABSORBERS  | PATENTED INNOVATION

These TFP 4.0* pads are adjustable in height and density to 
cushion and absorber shocks and vibrations proportionally 
to their intensity. Their specific shape is designed to facilitate 
dispersion of the impact energy.

Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

Impact energy dispersion

*TFP 4.0  The new generation of MOBILIS® exclusive anti-shock material
              Specifically made to cushion shocks even the most violent, it instantly absorbs up to 90% of impact energy, then disperses it. Thus, no shock 
wave is transmitted to your device. This new TFP 4.0 generation is reinforced with more microcells, to be more efficient in repeated impact 
absorption. 

+

LAPTOP MODE TENT MODE TABLET MODE

Shock cushioning

Impact energy dispersion

Shock wave absorption

LAPTOP SUPPORT FRAME
Frame system to preserve the laptop kept and safe, while using 
it in laptop mode, tent mode or tablet mode. 
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INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
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Exterior, for typing in PC use

Elastic hand straps

For typing in standing position

Stylus holder

For transport

Shoulder strap (Max. lenght 170cm)

Interior, for typing in tablet use

Waterproof material

* Stylus not included

REFERENCES

PACK COMPOSITION

• 1 case
• 1 shoulder strap
• Instructions for use

Ref. Product EAN Code

051020 ACTIV Pack - Case for 2-in-1 (360°) ThinkPad Yoga X380 3700992514321

051027 CTIV Pack - Case for 2-in-1 (360°) Latitude 7389 3700992515298

051028 ACTIV Pack - Case for 2-in-1 (360°) HP ProBook x360 440 G1 3700992515304

051029 ACTIV Pack - Case for 2-in-1 (360°) Toshiba Portege X20W-E-10H 3700992515311

051031 ACTIV Pack - Case for 2-in-1 (360°) HP Elitebook x360 1030 G3 3700992515502
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